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NATURE ABOUNDS
Y.O. Ranch Headquarters
honors its heritage

NO CREATURE
TOO SMALL
Buck Wild Animal
Rescue & Rehab
helps them all

SERVICE AND SOLACE
Broadband powers
community outreach

INDUSTRY NEWS

Rural Connections
By SHIRLEY BLOOMFIELD, CEO
NTCA–The Rural Broadband Association

Being thankful for
broadband in 2020

W

hen you’re making your list of
things to be thankful for this
season, make room for this:
“access to broadband from a reliable,
community-based provider.” This year
has taught us many things, one being that
broadband is vital to so many areas of our
lives — work, school, health and more.
I recently spoke with a journalist who
has been covering the gaps in broadband
connectivity across our country. She lives
in a beautiful community in the mountains of Vermont and is lucky to be able
to download emails — forget anything
like streaming or VPN access. She has
learned from working with NTCA and
some of our members that building
broadband is not a cheap proposition.
There are physical hurdles (Vermont
mountains?) that make the task even
more formidable.
Several months into a remote world,
her office is closed and her options for
connectivity are limited. She joins the
ranks of local school kids in nearby fastfood parking lots trying to complete their
homework while she tries to upload her
stories. In the most prosperous country
in the world, in 2020, she has realized
the hard way that having a broadband
connection has become a lifeline and a
necessity — and that speed and capacity
actually do matter.
If you are holding this magazine,
you are served by a community-based
provider committed to keeping you
connected. And that’s a reason to be
thankful! 
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Wired up

C

Hot spots rely on fast
internet networks

onnecting rural communities to reliable broadband networks represents a
vital challenge for not only individual states but also the nation as a whole.
Jobs, education, health care and more increasingly rely on fast internet

access.
As state and national policymakers consider strategies to expand broadband
networks, weighing the benefits of an often misunderstood technology might
prove beneficial.
Hot spots are described by NTCA–The Rural Broadband Association as
wireless on-ramps to the internet that cover a small area. Many consumers and
policymakers associate hot spot technology with cellular phones, because many
phones have the capability of becoming hot spots to serve as gateways to the
internet for other devices.
NTCA, however, notes that these mobile connections represent only one form
of hot spot. A fixed hot spot is created by use of a Wi-Fi router connected to a
physical internet source such as a fiber optic network. These hot spots are common
in homes, coffee shops, offices and more. During the COVID-19 pandemic, many
rural telcos used this technology to provide free Wi-Fi connections at schools,
churches and public spaces.
The important point to remember is that wireless connections do ultimately
need wires. Fast broadband networks make these Wi-Fi-based hot spots possible,
because those wired links provide the final connections to the internet.
NTCA emphasizes it’s important for policymakers to remember that the term
“hot spot” is associated with far more than mobile phones. Robust rural broadband
networks make Wi-Fi-based hot spots possible, bringing their power and
convenience to your homes, businesses and more. 

The 2020
gift guide G

SHOP FOR THE TECH THAT’S SURE TO PLEASE
etting the right holiday gift for that special person in your life can be
difficult. But whether they’re into technology, music, sports or “Star Wars,”
our gift guide has something for everyone on your list. 

69.99

$

200

$

Senstroke

Giving that budding Buddy Rich in your
household a full-size drum kit is the fastest
way to put yourself on the outs with your
neighbors and less-than-appreciative family
members. So, the Senstroke is a great gift
for everyone. The Bluetooth sensors attach
to drumsticks, as well as to your feet,
allowing you to mimic a bass drum and
hi-hat. Connect to a free app to play and
practice drums on most surfaces. The app
includes a learning mode for beginners and
can also record, playback and export your
performance in MIDI format. Complete kit:
$280. Essential kit: $200.

The CrazyCap

The CrazyCap uses ultraviolet light to kill germs inside your
water bottle. This means you never have to worry about a
smelly bottle again, even if you leave it overnight in your gym
bag. It self-cleans every four hours. And forget about running
low on water during a hike. The manufacturer claims you
can safely disinfect any debris-free water, so you can refill
your bottle from rivers, lakes or streams. The rechargeable
cap can also disinfect surfaces or objects, such as your
smartphone or keys. CrazyCap can be purchased with its
bottle or separately, and it fits most cola-style bottles. The
company donates 5% of every sale to water.org, a group that
helps people around the world have access to clean water.
The CrazyCap with 17-ounce bottle: $69.99.

Gadget Discovery Club

96

$

For year-round giving to that tech junkie in your family, you may
consider getting him or her a subscription to the
Gadget Discovery Club. Every month,
the service mails a new mystery
gadget for you to discover upon
opening the box. The promise from
the company is that you will receive a
high-quality item at a cheaper price
than retail, with a one-year guarantee
and a 30-day return period. Don’t expect
to get an iPhone, but past deliveries
have included gadgets such as fitness
trackers, Bluetooth speakers and wireless
earphones. Subscriptions range from $96
for three months to $276 for 12 months.

The Child Animatronic Edition

59.99

$

The creators of the hit Disney+ show “The Mandalorian” want you to call him
The Child, while the internet knows him as Baby Yoda. Whatever his name is,
he is undeniably adorable and ready to come home for the holidays. The Child
Animatronic Edition giggles, babbles and makes Force effect sounds. It also features
motorized movements, including eyes that open and close and ears that move back
and forth. The Child even lifts his arm as he prepares to use the Force, after which
he may need a “Force nap.” Demand will be high, so you may need an intergalactic
bounty hunter to snatch one up or be quick on the draw at your favorite online
retailer. $59.99 MSRP.
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Thank you to ‘the helpers’

W

hen times are tough, it’s probably a good time to go
back to one of America’s most respected and revered
voices: Mr. Rogers. And, let’s face it. We’ve had
some tough times in 2020.

I’m not even exactly sure what to call Fred Rogers. He was more
than a TV personality. To multiple generations of Americans from
all backgrounds, he became a teacher, authority, attitude coach,
theologian and maybe even a long-distance friend.
And while he’s famous for asking people to be his neighbor or
telling people he likes them “just the way they are,” this year I
believe one of his messages rings through especially strong.
Throughout his time on PBS and especially in his appearances
after the Sept. 11 attacks of 2001, he would remind viewers of what
CRAIG COOK
his mother told him to do in a bad situation: to look for the helpers.
Chief Executive Officer
Even though he may have meant it for children, I think it’s also
pretty sound advice for us grown-ups. In times when things seem
out of control and we feel helpless, we can often look at the situation and focus on those trying
to help. Ideally, I think we try to become a helper if we can. In those situations when we can’t
help, focusing on the people in need will almost always add order to how we feel.
This year has had no shortage of troubling events, but with that, we can hopefully recognize
all the people doing what they can to make situations better. Where there were wildfires in
Oregon and California, there were thousands of firefighters doing their part to help. When devastating hurricanes slammed into the Gulf Coast, emergency personnel and aid organizations
rushed in to assist those affected by the storms.
Since the pandemic hit, doctors, nurses and scientists have worked to study it, limit the
spread and find a vaccine. Near the top of that list of helpers has to be our local educators, and
I would be remiss if I didn’t recognize them for their efforts to essentially reinvent school this
year.
I would humbly suggest that in our own way, many of the community-based internet
providers like HCTC around the country have been among the helpers as we’ve connected or
upgraded the services to people throughout our service territory who needed broadband for
work or to attend school online.
Even when we face struggles as a nation, as a state or as a local community, I believe there
will always be helpers who work hard to serve where they can.
In this issue, we highlight some of those helpers and look at how they use technology to
strengthen their mission. Whether through fundraising, recruiting volunteers, connecting with
similar organizations or raising awareness of their causes, dozens of organizations in our
region alone use broadband to do great work in serving their communities.
As we move into what may be a very different kind of holiday season, may we all pause to
give thanks for those helpers. 
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HCTC is more than a provider of stateof-the-art telecommunications products
and services. We are a member-owned
cooperative with an elected board of
directors who govern our organization using
our bylaws, member input, and business and
industry conditions to guide their decisions.
We are proud residents of the communities
we serve, and we’re dedicated to not only
providing the best services possible, but doing
so in a way that is ethical, safe and productive
for our friends and neighbors. This institution
is an equal opportunity provider and employer.
Mission Statement: To be the premier
provider of modern telecommunications and
broadband services throughout our region.
Send address corrections to:
HCTC
P.O. Box 768 • 220 Carolyn
Ingram, TX 78025
Telephone: 830-367-5333
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Kari Potter – 634 exchange
President
James E. (Jim) Haynie – 640/866 exchange
Vice President
Linda Reagor – 232 exchange
Secretary-Treasurer
Willard R. (Randy) Bass – 238 exchange
Edward (Ed) Bastian – 367 exchange
Kathleen (Kathy) Bohn – 324/995 exchange
Dorrie Cooper – 251/258/265/429 exchange
Randy MacNaughton – 562/589 exchange
Jane Perilloux – 324/995 exchange
Stephen (Steve) Stengel – 669 exchange
Robert (Bob) Trees – 367 exchange
Produced for HCTC by:

On the Cover:
One-year-old Imani
is one of three
giraffes waiting to
greet visitors who
take the wildlife
tour at Y.O. Ranch
Headquarters.
See story Page 9.
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HCTC NEWS

HCTC honored for
keeping students
and teachers
connected

HCTC recently made a donation to The Magdalene House in Ingram, part of Mercy Gate
Ministries. On hand for the check presentation are, from left, Karla Solomon, human trafficking
specialist; Chae Spencer, executive director; Kerry Sutton, HCTC community relations manager;
and Aubri Reed, family advocate.

HCTC SUPPORTS LOCAL CHARITIES
HCTC’s participation in CoBank’s 2020 Sharing Success Program will result in a total
charitable contribution of $20,000 to local organizations.
“In these uncertain times, HCTC wants to ensure that the most vulnerable in our
communities are supported,” says HCTC CEO Craig Cook. “During this COVID-19
pandemic, we know that the abused in our communities have felt trapped in their
homes. That’s why we wanted to give to nonprofit organizations that specifically help
women and children escape abusive environments.”
HCTC donated $2,500 each to Mercy Gate Ministries (Ingram Magdalene House),
Arms of Hope (Medina Children’s Home), The Grace Center in Fredericksburg and
the Hill Country Crisis Center. With a matching grant from CoBank, each of these
organizations received a total of $5,000.
“We are thankful for the matching gifts to these organizations through CoBank’s 2020
Sharing Success Program,” says Cook. “Through this program, we’re helping women
and children in Kerr, Kendall, Kimble, Gillespie and Bandera counties. We are committed
to giving back to our communities,” Cook says. “We appreciate the continued support
of the cooperative and our customers during these uncertain times.”

HOLIDAY OFFICE CLOSURES
HCTC offices will be closed on the following dates so our
employees can spend the holidays with their families:
Thanksgiving: Closed Thursday, Nov. 26, and Friday, Nov. 27.
Christmas: Closed after noon on Thursday, Dec. 24,
and all day on Friday, Dec. 25.
New Year: Closed after noon on Thursday, Dec. 31,
and all day on Friday, Jan. 1.

HCTC

HCTC is among the inaugural honorees
of the Federal Communications
Commission’s Digital Opportunity Equity
Recognition (DOER) Program. The
program was created to acknowledge the
tireless efforts of Americans working to
close the digital divide in communities
without access to affordable, reliable
broadband.
HCTC was recognized for identifying
students and teachers in need of internet
service across 15 counties and for
providing service free of charge to those
in need for the remainder of the 20192020 school year. HCTC invested over
$100,000 in communities by providing
customers with the maximum level
of broadband available without any
upcharge.
“From the start of the COVID-19 pandemic,
I have heard stories about the innovative
and rapid ways individuals, nonprofit
organizations and companies are
responding to the connectivity needs
of people across this country,” says FCC
Commissioner Geoffrey Starks. “From
rural areas to urban corridors, students to
seniors, to say this year’s DOER honorees
are a stellar group is an understatement.
I am immensely proud of the work
Americans are doing across this country
to connect those who are being left
behind. Congratulations to all, and please
keep up the hard work.”

A salute to veterans
In honor of Veterans Day,
Wednesday, Nov. 11, HCTC would
like to honor the men and
women in our communities
who have bravely served in our
nation’s armed forces. Your
dedication and sacrifice have
helped to keep our nation safe
and to preserve the freedoms
we hold dear.
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TRAVEL

Holiday Lights on the
San Antonio River
Walk features about
100,000 lights.

FESTIVALS

LIGHT
Have a merry time

of
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T

he lights shine bright across the
Lone Star State every holiday
season, but perhaps nowhere more
so than on San Antonio’s River Walk
when they change from white to the colors
of Christmas, adding a new dimension of
celebration to the watery path that winds
its way through town and up to the Pearl
District.
Holiday Lights on the River Walk
begins the day after Thanksgiving and
runs until shortly after New Year’s with
more than 2,000 strands and 100,000
lights twinkling in the night. The recognizable bald cypress trees that dominate
the riverbank sparkle with lights, and the
familiar Go Rio Cruises boats sport red
and green strands at the waterline.

“It’s a pretty effect in the water,” says Paula Schechter,
marketing and public relations director for San Antonio River
Walk Association, host for the event, along with the city of San
Antonio.
In addition to the boats and trees, magnificent hotels, such
as The Hilton Palacio del Rio, change their balcony lights to
festive red and green. The lights on the Hilton create a decorative
Christmas tree pattern.
Throughout the month of December, enjoy watching carolers
as they travel down the river. Every weekend in December, 2,000
luminaries will line the walkway down the River Walk to symbolize the “lighting of the way” for the Holy Family. “It’s the busiest
season on the River Walk,” Schechter says.
And it’s a wonderful season for visiting the River Walk, as the
winter temperatures in San Antonio are generally mild enough for
outdoor activities. 
Colorful displays make the
holiday season one of the
busiest times of the year on
the River Walk in San Antonio.

Turning on the Texas lights

The lights of the season are turning on across Texas
this time of year. Here are some favorites that will
brighten your holiday.
● Austin
If you’re around the Texas capital city, you’ll want to
check out the Austin Trail of Lights in Zilker Park. Over 2
million twinkling lights in more than 40 colorful displays
adorn a mile-long trail that runs through the 351-acre
park. The lights are on display through the month
of December, typically until a couple of days before
Christmas. Admission is free, and there are shuttle rides
from designated parking lots.
Information: www.austintrailoflights.org
● McKinney Park in Odessa
You’ll find the annual holiday lights display in Starbright
Village shining nightly from 6-11 p.m. beginning at the
end of November through New Year’s Day. Many locals
know it as the largest display of lights in the Permian
Basin, featuring more than 270,000 lights that blink along
with the tunes of Christmas.
Information: www.odessatxparks.org
● Johnson City
The Blanco County Courthouse lights up the Texas Hill
Country from late November through December. For
the 30th year, the historic courthouse and the trees of
the city park will be a beacon of 100,000 lights. The free
Lights Spectacular opens the last Friday and Saturday
every November and runs this season through Jan. 3.
Information: www.johnsoncitytexas.info
● Frisco
As possibly the largest show of music and choreographed
lights in North Texas, Christmas in the Square makes for a
memorable experience. A snow machine creates flurries
every 15 minutes so you and your family can go walking
in a winter wonderland no matter what the weather
report says. The fun continues through New Year’s Eve.
Information: Friscosquare.com/cits-overview
● Boerne
Enchanted Springs Ranch in Boerne sparkles every
Christmas as the Old West Christmas Light Fest
commences. Events take place throughout the “Old
West” town, including a synchronized light and music
show, laser tag in the lights and Christmas escape rooms.
Santa will be on hand, along with his herd of Holly Jolly
Texas longhorns, for free photos, so bring your camera.
For tickets and information: www.christmaslightfest.com
● El Paso
The WinterFest Celebration of Lights and Parade
begins with the annual tree lighting ceremony in San
Jacinto Plaza and a parade that makes its way through
downtown. The festival continues through the first week
in January with features that include an ice skating rink
and free movies at the plaza.
Information: www.epwinterfest.com
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TECH TIPS

Kerry Sutton

Check out our
podcasts!
Want to hear more from
the folks you read about
in Connection? Then head
over to hctc.net/resources/
podcast to check out “Inside
the Connection” and “10
Minute Tech Tips,” our new
podcasts hosted by Kerry
Sutton.

DEVICE OF THE MONTH

LED lights
by Twinkly
Thanks to a smartphone
app, the innovative LED
lights from Twinkly allow
you to control the colors
and patterns of your
holiday displays. Available
at stores such as The Home
Depot, Lowe’s and online
retailers like Amazon,
prices begin at about $60.
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Tune up your tech
Three tips — and a bonus — to make your devices hum

G

adgets, gifts and gizmos can brighten
the holidays. And a few prudent steps
can help you keep pesky tech gremlins
out of the fun.
Consider a trio of tips for getting the most out
of your games, TVs, computers and more.

1. GET THE SPEED YOU NEED
Remember, the more devices you connect to
the internet, the more bandwidth you need. If it
helps, think of this as the speed of your internet
connection. Faster connections allow for more
devices.
How much speed do you need? For starters,
many gamers prefer connections of at least
15-25 Mbps. Plus, streaming of high-definition
video typically needs about 5 Mbps. Faster service becomes even more important if you have
one person streaming a movie on one device
while someone else is gaming on another. Each
device must share the total available bandwidth.

2. UNRAVEL YOUR CONNECTIONS
Perhaps you wish to connect your smartphone
or tablet to a stereo or speaker. Or maybe you
want to link your smart TV to the internet. It
helps to understand the two technologies.
Wi-Fi: This makes wireless internet possible.
Radio waves replace the need for cables, allowing your computers, tablets, phones, security
cameras, smart speakers and more to connect to
the internet. Think of Wi-Fi as the gateway to
the online world or to devices connected to your
home network.

Bluetooth: Like Wi-Fi, Bluetooth also uses
radio signals to make a short-range connection
between devices. Think of this as a one-to-one
link between two devices. For example, Bluetooth is often used to connect a smartphone to a
Bluetooth-enabled speaker for streaming music.
Or, Bluetooth can connect earbuds or headsets
wirelessly to a phone for calls and other audio.

3. PROTECT YOUR DEVICES
A power spike, whether from a storm or other
problem on the electrical grid, can damage
your devices. Consider buying a surge protector. Make sure the one you choose has a joules
rating of at least 2,000.

BONUS TIP: TEND YOUR PASSWORDS
Take the pain out of keeping up with passwords with a good password manager. And
you’re in luck, because most web browsers such
as Chrome, Safari, Edge or Firefox have basic
password management built in.
For an extra level of security and convenience, consider tools such as 1Password and
LastPass. These allow you to use multiple
browsers, offer suggestions for generating solid
passwords and can warn about bad practices
such as duplicate passwords or sites that have
become security risks. 

HCTC

Living,
breathing
history

Y.O. Ranch Headquarters
blends ranching traditions
with modern comforts
Story by ANDREA AGARDY
Photography by GABE HERRERA

W

hen Byron and Sandra Sadler
bought a portion of the storied
Y.O. Ranch in 2015, they knew
they were getting more than a business
— they were investing in a legacy. The
Sadlers renamed their land Y.O. Ranch
Headquarters, and their staff celebrates
the property’s history while embracing the
tastes and comforts of today.
“There’s an authenticity that goes with
the Y.O.,” says manager Eric White. “If
you come here, you can still imagine the
time when cowboys were rounding up
cattle to take to Dodge City. The Y.O. has
provenance like only a couple of other
commercial operations in the world have.”

A LIVING, BREATHING LEGACY
Well-known as a prime hunting destination, the ranch also has a history of
replenishing dwindling animal populations
across the globe.

While many Texas ranchers now breed
exotics — the term used to describe nonnative species — the Y.O. helped pioneer
the practice in the 1950s. “The history of
exotics in Texas is really the history of the
Y.O. with wildlife,” White says. “We were
kind of the original breeders of exotics.”
The ranch is currently home to more
than two dozen exotic species.
As ranchers learned which animals
thrived in Texas, large herds grew, and
they sold the creatures as breeding stock
or offered them to paying hunters. In some
instances, the population of certain species
in Texas exceeds those in the animals’
native countries, putting ranchers in the
position of being able to help reestablish dwindling populations half a world
away. Ranchers ensure the animals that
are returned to their natural habitats go to
areas with the infrastructure and ability to
protect them and ensure their survival.
“That’s been one of the legacies of
exotic breeding,” White says. “One of
my first jobs here in 1986 was catching
blackbuck antelope. We caught three loads
of blackbucks and shipped them back to
Pakistan to repopulate. In recent years,
Arabian oryx went back to Dubai, and
scimitar-horned oryx have gone back to
northern Africa.”

A HUNTER’S DREAM
The ranch offers hunters a wide variety
of game, from white-tailed deer to zebras,
wildebeest and more. The prospect of
going home with a new trophy draws in
clients from across the U.S. and around
the world.
“All of our hunting is done with a
guide,” White says. “You have a dedicated
person with you from the time you arrive
to the time you leave.”

Overnight accommodations include
cabins dating back to the 1850s. Guests
get three meals a day at the Chuck Wagon,
and they can enjoy a taste of nightlife
on the ranch by sipping a cocktail at The
Lodge. There’s also horseback riding, clay
pigeon shooting and trails specifically for
off-road vehicle riding.
“We’re constantly trying to add some
activities, in keeping with the ranch’s history, that give people reasons to stay here
longer,” White says. 
Dama gazelles are among the
more than two dozen exotic or
nonnative species on the ranch.

Y.O. Ranch Headquarters owners
Byron and Sandra Sadler embrace
the property’s history.

RAMBLING AROUND THE RANCH

Three giraffes are among the
thousands of animals at home on
the Y.O. Ranch Headquarters.
HCTC

Hunting isn’t the only way for visitors
to see the ranch. For guests who’d rather
shoot through a camera lens, there are
wildlife and group tours of the 14,000-acre
property. In addition to seeing the animals
that attract hunters, tourgoers will see
llamas, giraffes and rheas, the large, flightless birds native to South America.

Y.O. Ranch Headquarters
1736 Y.O. Ranch Road, Mountain Home
830-640-3222 | Yoranchheadquarters.com
@y.o.ranchheadquarters
on Facebook and Instagram
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Making a change
High-speed connections
power service organizations
across the country

Chowgirls Killer Catering in Minneapolis
leveraged online tools to better serve their
community.
Story by DREW WOOLLEY

I

n March 2020, Chowgirls Killer
Catering in Minneapolis was busy preparing for its Sweet 16 party, complete
with signature food and a swing band.
Like many events in the early days of the
coronavirus pandemic, the celebration
was ultimately called off. The next day,
while watching Minnesota Gov. Tim Walz
recommend against large gatherings across
the state, it occurred to co-owner and CEO
Heidi Andermack that one canceled party
was the least of her problems.
“We had a big leadership meeting about
what to do, because all our events were
canceling,” she says. “Our chef, who
had been working with Second Harvest
Heartland, thought of calling them to see
what they were going to do. We would
have a big empty kitchen, so maybe we
could work with them.”
As service organizations, charities
and churches throughout the nation
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learned, creating connections to serve
their communities meant relying more on
online tools, broadband access and digital
communication. They learned to talk,
collaborate and succeed with the help of
technology.
Chowgirls had first partnered with
Second Harvest Heartland, a member of
the Feeding America network of food
banks, on a food rescue program around
the 2018 Super Bowl. The two groups
met once again and created the Minnesota
Central Kitchen to feed families in need.
Chowgirls is now one of eight kitchens
cooking for Minnesota Central Kitchen,
preparing 30,000 meals weekly for hungry populations in the Twin Cities area.
Large-scale donors such as restaurants,
grocery stores and food distributors contribute ingredients, which are managed
using Feeding America’s MealConnect
app.

Chowgirls
prepared
30,000 meals
weekly.

“It’s a lot of meals to keep track of,
so our high-speed internet has been
pretty key to keeping it all coordinated,”
Andermack says. “We also organize all
of our meals and what is available using
Google Spreadsheets. We’re not just
tracking our kitchen but tying together a
whole network of kitchens.”

Families &
Literacy in
Kerrville, Texas,
combines GED
and ESL classes
with computer
literacy.

In Smithville, Tennessee, the Rev. Chad Ramsey
of Smithville First Baptist Church used online
tools to stay connected to members.

WORSHIP ON DEMAND
While the importance of online tools
is nothing new to service organizations
across the country, they have become
all but essential over the last year. Rev.
Chad Ramsey at Smithville First Baptist
Church in Smithville, Tennessee, has
relied on the ability to stream services
online to reach parishioners who might
find themselves homebound.
“Streaming is huge everywhere,” he
says. “We see that in the media world
with Netflix, Disney+ and all the streaming services. But the same is true for the
church.”
Smithville FBC not only streams live
services for parishioners who can’t make
it to the church but also has its own studio for recording and uploading training
videos for everyone from new members
to those preparing for mission trips. With
so many demands on the church’s internet service, Ramsey isn’t sure what they
would do without a fiber connection.
“We saw where things were going in
this world and knew that having that
ability to connect with each other would
be important, whether it’s sharing files,
videos, streaming or uploading to social
media,” he says. “People are so much
more connected than they have been,
and if you don’t have that consistent and
quality connection, you’re going to be
left behind.”
That approach has helped Smithville
FBC build a church that appeals across
generations, attracting millennials
and seniors alike. And while their

preferences for how they worship may
not break down as neatly as expected, the
fiber connection provides the flexibility
to meet everyone’s needs.
“You might see someone really young
who wants things to be done the way
they were decades ago, and then there
are other people who are much older
who want to know why we aren’t making
the changes we need to to be around for
another 100 years,” says Ramsey. “That’s
the challenge: Getting the focus not on
style but the purpose. We’re here to serve
God, not ourselves. That’s what makes
us tick.”

DIGITAL LITERACY
Families & Literacy in Kerrville,
Texas, is helping adults open doors to
brighter futures. The organization serves
adult learners throughout the community
and inmates of the Kerr County Jail,
helping them to earn their citizenship
or GED or learn English as a second
language.
While most of the classes Families &
Literacy organizes take place in local
churches or other off-campus locations,
the in-office broadband connection has
been particularly helpful in getting prospective students on the path to learning
as quickly as possible. Not every student
has access to a reliable internet connection at home, so the organization provides Chromebooks on-site so students
can take placement tests and register for
the appropriate classes.
Families & Literacy even offers an

ESL class that incorporates computer
skills, helping prepare students to be
ready to communicate in the workplace
and to better understand the tools they
will be using day to day.
“Computer technology is prevalent in
pretty much every job you go to now,”
says Families & Literacy Executive
Director Misty Kothe. “It’s important
that not only can our students speak the
language and do the work but they can
also efficiently use that technology. It
just makes them more employable in the
future.”
Moving forward, broadband connections offer new opportunities for all three
organizations. Families & Literacy aims
to offer limited-size classes on location,
outdoors if necessary, while Smithville
FBC is eager to explore the possibilities of Bible study streaming services.
Meanwhile, the Minnesota Central
Kitchen project has proven so successful
that Andermack now plans to incorporate its mission into Chowgirls’ regular
operations even when the pandemic has
passed.
“We have always had a mission of
reducing food waste, but now we’re
looking at it as hunger relief,” she says.
“It’s become essential to our business,
helping us give jobs to chefs who would
otherwise be unemployed and keep
the lights on at our facility. Sometimes
you just need to support each other,
and it comes back in ways you don’t
expect.” 
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Animal allies

Buck Wild Animal Rescue & Wildlife Rehab is always ready to help

Story by ANDREA AGARDY

Photography by GABE HERRERA

K

atie Buck was taking care of
animals before she was old
enough to take care of herself.
“I’ve done it my entire life,” she says.
“My grandfather had animals. I was with
him daily as a kid while my mom worked.
He helped me save animals anytime I
would find something injured, sick or
orphaned.”
Now a veterinary technician, she
opened Buck Wild Animal Rescue &
Wildlife Rehab in 2016, after securing the
necessary licenses.

Sonny and Cher, gold and
blue macaw parrots, found a
permanent home at Buck Wild
Animal Rescue & Wildlife Rehab.

ALWAYS READY TO HELP
The Ingram rescue is open 24 hours a
day every day. Volunteers staff it around
the clock, and contributions fund the services the center offers free of charge.
The majority of the animals that come
in are orphaned newborns who need regular bottle feedings to survive — not just
wildlife, but sometimes orphaned puppies
and kittens that people discover after other
pet rescues have closed for the night.
“We have opossums, raccoons, foxes,
owls and hawks,” Buck says. “We get
ducks, pigeons, all kinds of songbirds and
migratory birds. We deal with homeowners who find a baby squirrel or bird that’s
fallen out of the nest or a little deer.”

ACCOMMODATING EVERY CREATURE
The rescue is divided into three areas.
One of them is specifically for domesticated pets and farm animals, and another
is for reptiles. The wildlife enclosures are
farthest away from where the people are.
“We are not open to the public for tours
because with the wildlife, we do as little
exposure to humans as we can,” Buck
says. “Once the babies are weaned from
12 | November/December 2020

the bottle, we try to do as little human
contact as possible from then on, so they
can transition back to the wild easier.”
Animals must meet species-specific
benchmarks before release — for instance,
birds must be able to fly, and racoons need
to know how to find food. If an animal’s
medical needs are beyond Buck’s capabilities, the rescue relies on its relationships
with local veterinarians.
While the people who bring animals
in have the best intentions, sometimes
the situation would resolve itself, given
enough time. “One of the things we try
to stress to the public is calling us first,”
Buck says. “In a lot of situations, animals
get brought to us that didn’t need to be.
That’s a waste of our resources, and it
hurts the animal more to be in here than
in its natural environment. There’s a lot of
cases where people think they’re helping,
but it would have been better if they had
just called first.”

REAPING THE REWARDS
While the hours are long and the pay
nonexistent, the rescue’s crew has formed
a tight-knit community around a shared
interest.

Katie Buck has been taking care of injured
and orphaned animals since she was a child.
HCTC

“We’re a family, and we love animals,” Buck says. “Releasing them is a bittersweet
moment. As much as we love them, we know the best thing for them is reintroducing
them into the wild. It’s just very rewarding to know that we save lives. I thank all of my
volunteers for playing a part in saving these animals’ lives. It takes a whole team of us
to make this happen.”

A LITTLE HELP FROM HCTC
The rescue relies heavily on its HCTC broadband connection to communicate with
volunteers and donors. “It’s absolutely our lifeline to the community,” Buck says.
In late July, she discovered that HCTC’s commitment to its members isn’t just lip
service. When a lightning strike knocked the rescue offline, HCTC stepped in to help,
even though the cooperative didn’t own the damaged equipment. When Buck posted on
social media asking for suggestions on how to restore her service, HCTC’s Kerry Sutton
reached out to help. After a quick visit from a technician, the rescue was back online.
“I knew the problem was somewhere between my house and the office, and that’s
all my equipment,” Buck says. “We were just losing money left and right. We weren’t
able to do so much. They came and helped me get up and running, and they did it at no
charge. I just thought that was so special of them.” 

BUCK WILD ANIMAL
RESCUE & WILDLIFE REHAB
279 Lazy Creek Loop, Ingram
830-739-1363 | Buckwildrescue.org
@buckwildrescue on Twitter, Instagram,
Facebook and Patreon

Once they are able to feed themselves, contact between
humans and wildlife is limited to allow the animals an
easier transition to their natural environment.
HCTC

How you can help

At any given time, there are as many
as 700 animals receiving care at Buck
Wild Animal Rescue & Wildlife Rehab.
With so many little creatures depending on her, founder Katie Buck welcomes all the help she can get.
“It takes such a huge team effort to
make this place available to animals in
need,” she says. “It takes our community to make this happen.” Whether
it’s bottle feeding baby foxes at 3 a.m.
or covering the veterinary bills for an
injured turtle, there are many ways the
community can pitch in.
Financial contributions
The rescue accepts donations by
check or through Venmo and PayPal.
Buck Wild Rescue also has accounts
set up at Double L Feed in Ingram and
at Town and Country Animal Hospital in
Kerrville to accept contributions from
donors.
In addition, the rescue has a Patreon
page where donors can contribute
monthly in the amount of their choice.
Each donor tier comes with its own
patrons-only incentives. “Patreon is
huge for us because we can depend on
that every month,” Buck says. “Even if
the donation is just a dollar a month,
that’s huge to us, to know what’s going
to be coming in.”
Buck Wild Rescue is a nonprofit
organization, and all donations are tax
deductible. The facility also accepts
material donations — everything from
blankets and paper products to cleaning and medical supplies to fruit, meat
and vegetables.
Join the crew
The rescue is always looking for folks
willing to roll up their sleeves and pitch
in. To learn more about becoming a
volunteer, go to buckwildrescue.org or
call 830-739-1363.
“We have work that never ends, and
the more help we can get, the better,”
Buck says.
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SOUTHWEST KITCHENS

A tart
treat
Cranberries are
a longstanding
staple at
holiday time

T

hey’re great with turkey and stuffing or
baked in your morning
muffin. Dried, they’re known
as craisins and perfect sprinkled on a salad. A fixture on
Thanksgiving tables or even
wrapped around trees as a
Christmas garland, the jolly
red cranberry takes center
stage at holiday time.
People have been eating cranberries
for centuries. Native Americans first used
them as food and medicine, well before
Pilgrims set foot here. The absence of
sugar in the colonies in the early 1600s
meant cranberries, which benefit from
sweetening, were probably not at the first
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Thanksgiving table. Nonetheless, it didn’t
take long for them to become a part of that
holiday’s menu, and today, consumers eat
more than 80 million pounds of cranberries from Thanksgiving to Christmas.
Every year, holiday celebrators enjoy
more than 5 million gallons of the canned
sauce that jiggles like Santa’s belly, and
cranberries are a simple way to add color
to your table and a sweet, tart flavor to
your turkey. But as Americans are latching
on to the farm-to-table trend, fresh cranberries are outselling the canned variety.
Here are several tips from Vitamix for
cooking with fresh cranberries:
z Baking with cranberries — Cut
cranberries in half before adding them
to baked goods to prevent them from
swelling and popping.
z Cooking cranberries on the stovetop
— Simmer whole berries gently in a
small amount of water, uncovered, since

too much steam might cause them to
swell and explode.
z Freezing cranberries — To freeze and
enjoy them throughout the year, spread
the berries in a single layer on a cookie
sheet and place it in the freezer. Once
they are completely frozen, transfer the
berries to freezer-safe bags or airtight
containers. There’s no need to thaw
your cranberries before cooking. Just
give them a quick water bath before
using.
FOOD EDITOR
ANNE P. BRALY
IS A NATIVE OF
CHATTANOOGA,
TENNESSEE.

CRANBERRY APPLE HOLIDAY
BREAKFAST CASSEROLE
Make this casserole a day ahead.
Casserole:
2 tablespoons softened unsalted
		 butter, divided
3 large, firm, sweet tart apples,
		diced
2/3 cup fresh cranberries
8 large eggs
1 cup vanilla Greek yogurt
1/2 cup milk
1/4 cup maple syrup, plus more for
		serving
2 teaspoons cinnamon
6 cups stale bread cubes, crusts
		removed
Streusel topping:
1/3 cup flour
1/4 cup rolled oats
3 tablespoons brown sugar
1/2 teaspoon ground cinnamon
		 Pinch kosher salt
3 tablespoons unsalted butter,
		melted
1/2 cup chopped walnuts or pecans
Make the casserole: Melt 1 tablespoon
butter in a large skillet over medium
heat. Add the apples and cook, stirring until they are starting to brown
and become tender — 4 to 6 minutes.
Remove from the heat. Stir in the
cranberries.
Grease a 9-by-13-inch casserole dish with
the remaining 1 tablespoon of butter.
Whisk the eggs in a large bowl. Add the
yogurt, milk, maple syrup and cinnamon,
then whisk to combine. Add the bread
cubes and the apple mixture, and stir
until combined. Transfer to the prepared
baking dish. Cover it with foil and refrigerate up to 24 hours.
Make the topping: Stir the flour, oats,
sugar, cinnamon and salt in a medium
bowl. Drizzle 3 tablespoons melted butter
over the oat mixture, tossing with a fork
until the crumbs are evenly moist. Add

Cranberry Crumble Bars
Crust and topping:
2 1/2 cups all-purpose flour
1 cup sugar
1/2 cup ground slivered almonds
1 teaspoon baking powder
1/4 teaspoon salt
1 cup chilled butter
1 egg
1/4 teaspoon ground cinnamon
Filling:
4 cups fresh cranberries
1 cup sugar
		
Juice of half an orange
		 (4 teaspoons)
1 tablespoon cornstarch
1 teaspoon vanilla
Preheat oven to 375 F. Grease a
13-by-9-inch pan.
In a large bowl, mix the flour, 1 cup
sugar, almonds, baking powder and
the nuts and stir to completely combine.
Refrigerate.
Preheat the oven to 350 F. Remove the
casserole and topping from the refrigerator. Bake the casserole, covered, until
heated through and steaming, 35 to 40
minutes. Break up any large topping
pieces if necessary.

salt. Cut in the butter, using a pastry
blender or pulling 2 table knives
through the ingredients in opposite
directions, until the mixture looks like
coarse crumbs. Stir in the egg. Press
2 1/2 cups of crumb mixture in the
bottom of the pan. Stir cinnamon into
the remaining crumb mixture. Set
aside.
In a medium bowl, stir together the
filling ingredients. Spoon the filling
evenly over the crust. Spoon the
reserved crumb mixture evenly over
the filling.
Bake 45 to 55 minutes or until the top
is light golden brown. Cool completely.
Refrigerate until chilled. Cut into 6
rows by 4 rows. Store tightly covered
in the refrigerator.

Remove the casserole from the oven,
remove the foil cover, and sprinkle the
top with the streusel topping. Continue
baking until the topping is golden and
the casserole is puffed, 25 to 30 minutes.
Allow the casserole to cool 10 minutes
before cutting it into squares to serve.
Serve with additional warm maple syrup,
if desired. 
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